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This presentation is about:

� An introduction to dependency injection in ColdFusion

Not about…

� WireBox vs. DI/1 ☺

� You will find it easier to follow along if you are familiar 

with OOP



� Software design pattern that implements inversion of 

control.

� Provides the objects that an object needs (its 

dependencies) instead of having it construct them 

itself. 

� Language/Framework agnostic.



� Normal control sequence: Object finds the objects it 

depends on by itself and then calls them. 

� Inversion of Control: The dependencies are handed to 

the object when it's created.



� Objects that can manage their own persistence

� Identified by a primary key

� Don’t have to be ORM but usually are



component displayname="Acquisitions" hint="I store all acquisitions"

persistent=true accessors=true output=false {

property name="acquisitionid" fieldType="id" type="string" generator="guid"; 

property name="name" type="string" displayname="Name";

property name="description" type="string" displayname="Description";

property name="price" type="numeric" displayname="Price";

property name="dateCreated" type="date" sqltype="datetime" displayname="Date 

Created";

//RELATIONSHIP: Many-to-One  Many acquisitions can be created by one User

property name="createdBy" fieldtype="many-to-one" fkcolumn="userid"

cfc="Users" fetch="join" lazy="true" cascade="save-update";

//RELATIONSHIP: Many-to-One  Many acquisitions can be obtained from one Vendor

property name="vendor" fieldtype="many-to-one" fkcolumn="vendorid" cfc="Vendors"

fetch="join" lazy="true" cascade="save-update";

//RELATIONSHIP: One-to-Many  One acquisition can have many workflow states

property name="state" fieldtype="one-to-many" fkcolumn="acquisitionid"

cfc="workflowStates" type="array" lazy="true" cascade="save-update”;

}



� Many ways: Constructor injection, setter injection

� Can use specialized dependency injection frameworks 

(e.g. DI/1, Wirebox, ColdSpring)

� Instantiating and passing objects (dependencies) 

explicitly is an option but better to use a framework



� Convention based DI engine. 

� Can override convention with configuration, if needed.

� Free product by Sean Corfield and team.

� Can be used in any ColdFusion application, not just 

FW/1 apps.

https://github.com/framework-one/di1





� Inject struct of values as properties into a given bean:
local.user = beanFactory.injectProperties("User", userAttributes);

� Programmatically declare new beans:
beanFactory.declareBean("UserRoles", "model.beans.UserRoles", 

true);



� Create variants of the same bean:
beanFactory.declareBean("datasource", "util.DataSource", true, { 

dsn = "main" });

beanFactory.declareBean("admindata", "util.DataSource", true, { 

dsn = "admindb" });

� Add alias for a bean:
beanFactory.addAlias("alsoKnownAs", "UserRoles");



� Convention based DI engine. 

� Can override convention with configuration, if needed.

� Free product by the ColdBox team.

� Can be used in any ColdFusion application, not just 

ColdBox apps.

http://wiki.coldbox.org/wiki/WireBox.cfm





� Object Populator: 
populator = injector.getObjectPopulator();

populator.populateFromXML();

populator.populateFromQuery();

populator.populateFromStruct();

populator.populateFromQueryWithPrefix();

populator.populateFromJSON();

� Several ways to map a bean



� Ability to declare mappings asEagerInit(): 
mapPath("model.services.user").asSingleton().asEagerInit();

� Can be used for more than CFCs:
map("latestNews").inCacheBox(timeout=40, provider="Couchbase");

.toRSS("http://news.google.com/news?output=rss")

map("myWS").toWebservice("http:/myapp.com/app.cfc?wsdl");

map("DBPassword").toValue("$up3r$3cr3t");

map("Logger").toDSL("logbox:root");



� Eliminates code duplication, and consequently, 

reduces the amount of code

� Helps keep code organized

� Loose coupling

� Makes (unit) testing a lot easier



� No need to refactor the entire application 

� Start small

� Unlike MVC, you can work on a small portion of the 

application vs. evaluating application wide design 

implications



� WireBox: http://wiki.coldbox.org/wiki/WireBox.cfm

� DI/1: https://github.com/framework-one/di1

� http://framework-one.github.io/documentation/using-di-one.html

� http://tutorials.jenkov.com/dependency-injection/index.html
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